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Abstract
There is a growing interest in monitoring changes in Earth's environment and in
managing its resources more efficiently. Microwave remote sensing techniques have
the potential to provide continuous mapping of earth's environment due to their all
weather and day-and-night capabilities. In order to develop new techniques and to
improve the existing methods of remote sensing, it is important to understand the
interaction of electromagnetic waves with the earth's surfaces, in particular, the scat-
tering of electromagnetic waves from various earth terrain covers. In this thesis,
the scattering characteristics of forest is investigated by modeling the leaves as large
cylindrical disks and using the radiative transfer theory to solve for the scattered
intensity. The radiative transfer (RT) equations are solved both iteratively and nu-
merically. The RT equations are solved iteratively to obtain the analytical solution
for the scattered intensities. The first-order scattered intensity is obtained and com-
pared with the numerically solution to the RT equations. The first-order iterative
solution is valid when the effect of scattering is small, while the numerical approach
is valid for all cases. Theoretically calculated backscattering and bistatic scattering
coefficients for various cases are presented to illustrate the scattering characteristics
of a layer of vegetation modeled with large cylindrical disks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Brief Statement of Problem
There is a growing interest in monitoring changes in Earth's environment and in
managing its resources more efficiently. Microwave remote sensing techniques have
the potential to provide continuous mapping of earth's environment due to their all
weather and day-and-night capabilities. In order to develop new techniques and to
improve the existing methods of remote sensing, it is important to understand the
interaction of electromagnetic waves with the earth's surfaces, in particular, the scat-
tering of electromagnetic waves from various earth terrain covers. In this thesis,
the scattering characteristics of forest is investigated by modeling the leaves as large
cylindrical disks and using the radiative transfer theory to solve for the scattered
intensity. The radiative transfer (RT) equations are solved both iteratively and nu-
merically. The RT equations are solved iteratively to obtain the analytical solution
for the scattered intensities. The first-order scattered intensity is obtained and com-
pared with the numerically solution to the RT equations. The first-order iterative
solution is valid when the effect of scattering is small, while the numerical approach
is valid for all cases. Theoretically calculated backscattering and bistatic scattering
coefficients for various cases are presented to illustrate the scattering characteristics
of a layer of vegetation modeled with large cylindrical disks.
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1.2 Introduction
Since the begining of this century numerous techniques have been developed to col-
lect information from Earth's surface using aircraft and satellite systems in conjuction
with ground-based surveys and measurements [8]. Many of these techniques, known
as remote sensing methods, are commonly used in the study the Earth's surface, be-
cause they are reliable and provide relatively easy ways to observe large areas without
physically accessing them. Remote sensing techniques are important because they can
provide timely information on large regions and they are excellent tools for acquiring
useful information related to environmetal studies and efficient accounting and man-
agement of natural resources. Modern radar systems are used for weather prediction,
mineral resources exploration, environmental applications and demographic growth
studies, among other things.
Many of the more important applications of remote sensing systems are related
to environmental studies. A special interest in the observation of vegetation covered
regions emerges from the fact that a large percentage of earth's surface is covered
with vegetation. Although remote sensing systems have been developed and very
good measurement results have been obtained, there is still a significant amount
work to be done before various physical parameters can be derived with sufficient
accuracy and resolution.
Remote sensing techniques can be broadly classified into two types: active and
passive techniques [5]-[2]. Active systems radiate their own electromagnetic wave (in
the GHz range for microwave systems) and measure the power scattered from the
target region of interest. Passive systems, on the other hand, do not radiate their
own power but rather measure the power radiated by the medium (due to the finite
physical temperature) or the scattered power generated by other external sources
(e.g., the sun, for optical systems).
There are many parameters to be considered and many ways to model remote
sensing systems. However, a good model should be able to predict the signal received
by the sensor given the physical configuration and relate the signal to the physical
7
parameters of interest. For the active radar, the measurements can be expressed
in terms of scattering coefficients. One way to approach this problem and find the
amplitude of the electromagnetic wave received by the radar is to evaluate the elec-
tromagnetic characteristics of the region of interest, and find what would be the field
scattered in the direction of the sensor when a wave (like the one produced by the
radar) excites the medium. Various theoretical models have been developed to char-
acterize the electromagnetic wave scattering from different types of terrain at some
frequency ranges and under some specific conditions of observation. These models
can be categorized into the following three classes [9]: Wave Theory (WT), Radiative
Transfer theory (RT) and Modified Radiative Transfer theory (MRT).
In the WT theory, the wave equations which describe the scattered field are de-
rived from Maxwell's equations, and are usually solved by using either Rytov or Born
approximation methods. These approximations are necessary to obtain tractable solu-
tion to the problem. Under the single or double scattering approximations, analytical
solutions to the wave equation can be obtained. On the other hand, the radiative
transfer theory is derived from energy transport equation [3] and uses the Stokes pa-
rameters to describe the scattered intensity. An integro-differential equation has to be
solved by iterative or numerical methods. Due to its simplicity, the radiative transfer
theory can be used to characterize the multiple scattering effects more readily. The
modified radiative transfer theory starts with the Maxwell's equations and derives
more generalized radiative transfer equations which can capture some of the coherent
effects neglected in the radiative transfer theory.
1.3 Vegetation Modeling
Vegetation canopy can be modeled as layers of inhomogeneous media, with each layer
containing randomly distributed discrete scatterers in air background (Figure 1-1).
Figure 1-2 illustrates the two-layer model used in this thesis to model the vegetation
canopy. Regions 0, 1, and 2 represent air, vegetation and the underlying ground,
respectively. The boundary between the vegetation and the ground is assumed to be
8
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Figure 1-1: Problem Configuration.
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Region 0 represents the free space over the vegetation, which is characterized with
free space permittivity Co and permeability /uo. Region 2 represents the soil under the
vegetation. It is a homogeneous medium with complex permittivity 2 and the free
space permeability ,o. This region is unbounded in the negative z direction, but
bounded at the top by the vegetation layer.
Region 1 represents the vegetation layer which is bounded by regions 0 and 2 and is
characterized as an inhomogeneous medium consisting of scatterers with permittivity
e, in the free space background. The vegetation in region 1 is modeled as cylindrical
disks with permittivity cs which are randomly distributed and randomly oriented
inside the layer. In particular, the size of disks are in the range comparable to the
free space wavelength.
When an electromagnetic wave propagates from region 0 to region 1, the discrete
scatterers in region 1 will scatter the incident field into all directions. To find the total
scattered field in a given direction, it is necesary to compute the scattered field by
all the scatterers in that direction and to sum them up. This problem is complicated
even more, since each scatterer not only scatters the original incident wave, but also
the scattered field from all other scatterers incident on that scatterer. One way to
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Figure 1-2: Vegetation Layer Modeling.
solve this problem is to make use of the radiative theory.
1.4 Radiative Transfer Theory
The radiative transfer (RT) equation is basically an energy conservation statement.
The RT equation describes the change in the specific intensity as it propagates in
the scattering medium: the specific intensity is attenuated by the absorption and
scattering and is increased by scattering of specific intensity propagating in all other
directions into the direction of propagation being considered.
cos 0(-I(S. 0, z) = -KaI7(, 0, z) - KI(0, 0, z)
+ dO' sin 0 21 r dq'P(O, c, 6', 0') 7(0', O', z')
(1.1)
The four unknowns in the RT equation are the Stokes parameters which describes
the specific intensity in the vertical and horizontal polarizations and the correlation
10
D
between them.
IVSXZ)
i(O, 0, Z) = Ih(O, Z)
V (0, XZ)V(Oq!z))
where:
< E >2 (1.2)I = fl(.2)
77
< Ehl >2I <Eh >2 (1.3)
77
2Re < EE > (1.4)U =(1.4)
21Ir < EEh >
V = < E h (1.5)
7/
The scattering characteristics of the medium are described by the phase matrix,
which relates the Stokes parameters of the incident field to the Stokes parameters of
the scattered field. The phase matrix is a function of the scatterer shape, orientation,
permittivity and the fractional volume occupied by the scatterers. The phase matrix
can be expressed in terms of the scattering amplitudes which relate the incident and
scattered electric field for the vertical and horizontal polarizations.
fhh 2 IfhvI2 Re(fhv, fhh) 
-Im(fhv fhh)
= f h12 ]fvv12 Re(fvVf,h) -Im(fVVf*h)
2Re(fAhfhh) 2Re(fvvfh) Re(fVVfhh + fvhfh,) -Im(fvvfhh - fhfhL)
2Im(fshfhh) 2Im(f,,fh*) Im(fVV,,fhh + fvhfh,,,) Re(fvvfh - fhfh,)
(1.6)
where nO is the number density of the scatterers per unit volume and f are the
scattering amplitudes.
The attenuation of the specific intensity is described by the extinction matrix. The
11
extinction matrix accounts for the loss due to both the absorption and scattering.
2Im(fhh)
0
2Im(fvh)
-2Re(fvh)
0
2Im(fa,)
2Im(fh,)
2Re(fh,)
Im(fh,)
Im(fvh)
Im(f,, + Ah)
Re(f,, - fhh)
Re(fh,)
-Re(fvh)
Re(f,, - fhh)
Im(f, + fhh) I
(1.7)
The solution to the RT equation leads to the Stokes parameters for the scattered
field, which can then be related to the backscattering and bistatic scattering coef-
ficients. To solve the RT equations for a given type of media, both the phase and
extinction matrices have to be defined according to the geometry and electromagnetic
properties of the scatterers.
12
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Chapter 2
Solution to Radiative Transfer
Equations
To find the intensity of the electric field scattered in any given direction, the radiative
transfer equations with the appropriate boundary conditions have to be solved [9].
The radiative transfer equations for large cylindrical disks are solved both iteratively
and numerically. When the scattering effect is small, the radiative transfer equations
can be solved iteratively. By calculating the first-order solution, the analytical so-
lution for the scattered intensity is obtained. Also, a numerical approach is taken
to solve the RT equations. The RT equations are first expanded into the Fourier
series in the azimuthal direction. Then, the RT equation for each harmonic is solved
numerically by discretizing the integro-differential equation and obtaining the first-
order differential equation with constant coefficients, and then solving this equation
for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors and matching the boundary conditions. Once
the numerical solution for each harmonic is obtained, then the azimuthal dependence
can be re-introduced to calculate the scattered intensity in all directions.
2.1 First-Order Iterative Solution
When the effect of scattering is small, an iterative approach can be taken to obtain
the solution to the radiative transfer equations. The specific intensity is expanded
13
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into a series and substituted into the radiative transfer equations. Then, by collecting
terms to the same order, the resulting RT equations can be solved to different or-
der. The zeroth-order solution represents the incident intensity inside the scattering
medium, with the appropriate attenuation through the medium and the transmission
and reflection at the boundaries taken into account. The zero-order solution is then
used as a source term in the radiative transfer equations for the first-order solution.
The first-order solution represents the single scattering solution, i.e., the incident in-
tensity is scattered once by the scatterer. This process can be repeated to obtain
higher-order solutions which capture higher order scattering processes. In practice,
ususally the first-order and sometimes the second-order solutions are calculated. The
zeroth-order and the first-order solution for a two-layer configuration shown in Figure
2-1 have been derived [4] and are presented in this section.
The radiative transfer equation (1.1) can be decomposed into a pair of equations
describing the propagation of the upward and downward propagating intensities inside
the scattering layer.
cos(O) (O, b, z K0) = 7(0, O, ) + (0, , Z) (2.1)cosG) dz
14
- cos () (dI(r - , 0, z)
dz
The source terms S and W account for the scattering effects inside the inhomo-
geneous media and are given by:
&1 (0, ,z) = j do' dO'sin(O') x
[P (, ; 9', ') 1(', ', z) + P1 ( (0, ; r -o', I'). ( - ', ', z)]
(2.3)
W1 (r - , , z) = j do' dO' sin(0) x
[PI (r - , 0; o', /1) [(o', ¢', z) + P, (ir - 9, ,; .- o', ') (r -o', 0', z)]
(2.4)
At the upper boundary, the specific intensities of the downgoing wave is the same
as the intensity of the incident wave. This is true for a diffusive boundary, such as
the boundary between the air and the vegetation layer. At the bottom boundary,
the Fresnel reflection coefficients are used to find the coupling matrix (R) and set the
lower boundary conditions.
I (r- , , = ) = Io(cos - cos o)6( - o)
I2 (0, , z -d) = 2() .2O', ', = -d)
(2.5)
The coupling matrix for flat bottom boundary is given as follows:
0
0
Re{R, (0)R;(0)}
Im{R (0)R; (0)}
0
0
-Im{R,(0)R*(0)}
Re{R~ (0)R; (0) }
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I
R2(0) =
Rh(0) 12
0
0
0
0
JR,(0)12
0
0
= -K,(7 - 0, 0) - I(7 - 0, 0, Z) + Wl(7 - 0, 0, z) (2.2)
where Rh and RP are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for the horizontally and verti-
cally polarized waves, respectively.
The zeroth-order radiative transfer equations can be obtained by ignoring the
effective source terms S and W. With this approximation, the coupled equations
(2.1) and (2.2) reduce to the following zeroth-order differential equation:
cos(O) 7(1 (0 , 0, z) K= -(o, I)-, (0, 0, z) (2.6)
dz 1
-cosiiOd ) (1r-0,q ,z) Ke(76, )I ()(0, ,Z) (2.7)
dz
The solution to the zeroth-order equation is:
I( ) (o, 0, z) =
2
EDi (-; (, 0)sec0O(z + d))El · I(EjiD(-3(0, )secj)Ej')
i=2
R(o, 0; Oo, qo) 1i (EiDi(/ (r - Oo, ko)secohi)Ei )Io
i=2
(2.8)
I( ( -0, , z)=
E D,( (r - , 0)sec9(z + do)) E
H i (Pii(l(r - o, O)ech)E ) Io6(cosO - cos 0o)6(0 - o)
i=O
(2.9)
where:
r 1 b2 l2 b2 b
lb 1 2 1 b; b;F(oq ) = I1J
2ReE{b} 2Re{b2 } 1 + bb2 1+ bb*
-2Im{b 2Imb2 i(1 - bb2) -i(l - bb*
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b~zz 2no < fh(0, ; 0 ) >
no <f A(O; , ,) > -no < fhh(0, ; , ) > +R
2no < fh (0, 0; 0, ) >
no < fhh(O, ; , ) > -no < f(O, ; , ) > -R
and
an ePl (oO)secOz' 0 0 0
--- 0 152 (0,O)secz' 0 0
Dn- ° 0 e/313 (O,O)sec~z'0 0
0 0 0 e314 (,')secOz,
where:
R [(fhh(0, ¢; 0, 0)) - (fv (0, X; , d)j]2 + 4(fhv(0, ,; 0, A))(f(h(0, q; 0, q))
Since the top boundary is assumed to be diffusive the reflections from the top
boudary do not contribute in this solution. Also, the source terms, which contain the
scattering terms, are of higher order and left out in the calculation of the zeroth-order
solution. The effect of scatterers in the zeroth-order solution is in the attenuation of
the incident field. The attenuation includes both the absorption and scattering losses.
The zeroth-order solution does not give rise to scattered intensity and the first-order
solution must be considered.
The first-order solution can be obtained by substituting the zeroth-order solution
to the source term and solving the first-order radiative transfer equations. The first-
order accounts for the incident intensity impinging upon the scatterers and scattering
the intensity into all direction, including the backscattering direction. The first-order
solution for the radiative transfer equations have been derived [4] is given below:
[7 (, , = o)]: [7o]j x
sec 0[E]1k[E P(0, 0; -00, 0) El ki
1 - e- Pk (°,4)) sec h - /i(Or- 0,o)sec oh _-I
;3k(, ) seco 0 + i(7r - 0 , 0 ) sc 0
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+ sec 0[E]zk[E P(0, ; 0o, ko) * i
e- 6(O,) sec h-/i(o,0o) sec 0oh
pi (0, 0) sec 0 - k k(0, 0) secO 0
[E R(Oo, qo)E . (-/3(r - 0o, Oo) sec Ooh) . E ].j
+[E .(-( (, ) sec Oh) .R(0 , ) .]k
--1 - ,YJq5 -[E P( - , ; - 00, 0) E]kie-O/Y (7r--,,) e o _ e -(-So,4o) e soh --- 1Oi (7r - o, 0o) sec 0 -k(7r- ,) sec 0 [E ] j
+sec(0)[E *D(-,,(0 ,)sec h) *-E * R(0, 0)' *]lk
-1 = 1- e k( @-,O) sec ad-,i(Ooo) sec oh[=E-1 Pf(r - , ; 0, b). - ki1-e -k( °' )ec- l( °, ) "c°
Pk (r - 0, ) sec 0 + i (00, 00) sec 00
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'--"-- -- 1[E- R(0o, o)' E D((r - 0o, o) sec h)E i )ij
(2.10)
The first-order solution accounts for the single scattering effect, i.e., incident in-
tensity is scattered by the scatterers once. The first-order solution can again be
substituted back into the radiative transfer equations and the second-order solution
can be obtained. Of course, this process can be repeated to obtain the solution to
the radiative transfer equations to all order. Ususally, only the first-order or the
second-order solutions are derived and used. When the effect of scattering is small,
then the above analytical solution can be used. When the multiple scattering effect
is important then another approach has to be taken.
2.2 Numerical Solution to Radiative Transfer Equa-
tions
Another way to obtain the solution to the radiative transfer equations is to use a
numerical method. In order to more efficiently solve the radiative equations, the
specific intensity and the phase matrix are expanded into Fourier series and the '
integration is carried out. Then, by collecting the terms with the same dependence,
a set of equations without the b dependence is obtained. The resulting equations for
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each harmonic can be divided into a pair of decoupled equations which can be solved
numerically using the Gaussian quadrature method. The integral in the radiative
transfer equation is converted into a summation using the Gaussian quadrature, which
results in a system of 8n first-order differential equations with constant coefficients.
This system of equations can be solved by obtaining eigenvalues and eigenvectors
and matching the boundary conditions. This method is explained in detail in the
reference [11] and only a brief description is presented in this section.
Let:
00
I(0, ,z) = [TC(0,z)cosm( - Hi) + s(,z)sinm(- i)] (2.11)
m=O
P(O, q; 9', 4') =
E 1+(, x [ (0, 0') cosm( - X') + s(S 9') sinm(O- ')]
m-0(1 + Jm)w x [
(2.12)
where the functions P (0, q) and P (9, q) can be found from the definition of
Fourier series coefficients:
--- OsP =0 (2.13)
--oc 1 fo2~P (0, z)= 2r dOP(O, , z) (2.14)
and for m = 1, 2, 3,...
P (0, z) = - d0P(9, X, z) cos(mo) (2.15)
71'
m(0, z) = 1 2jdq$P(O, , z)sin(m) (2.16)
By substituting in Fourier series expanded specific intensity and the phase matrix
into the radiative transfer equation and carrying out the b' integration, the following
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set of equations are obtained. For m = 0,1, 2, ...
cos d rc(o, z) = KTC(, z) - K (o). Irc(0 z)+
Jo dO'sin O' x [Pm(0 ) . imc(O', z) Pms(0 ').ms(O',z)
(2.17)
co 0d 7mS(, z) =K m( - K,(0) m (0,z)+
cos9r-I c(, mj dO'sin 0' x [rP"(0, ') . mc(O', z) pmc ') (', z)]
(2.18)
where,
pr MC 0 0Pll c 12 ° °
-mc(_-M ) P2C J2C o0 0
O O pc ) c
o P13 Ps 4
p-ms 0 0 PE') P24
PV P2 0 0
P 4g P4r o o
Equations (2.13) and (2.14) represent a set of equations (independent of the az-
imuthal angle) for each harmonic in the b direction. In order to find the scattered
intensity, equations (2.13) and (2.14) have to be solved for each harmonic and then
the dependence re-introduced for each solution. It is convenient to separate (2.13)
and (2.14) into the odd and even parts:
IV (0, Z)'Mc O z)
me(, z) I= hC( Z)
Um ( z)
VM (o, z)}
20
I 5( Z)IMs 0, z
~~Imor, )_ hm((',z))
V UM (0, Z)
The equations for the even and odd parts decouple the following equations are ob-
tained.
cos0d (0, Z) = -KJe(0, Z) - K (). (oZ)
+ dO' sin 0' m/ (0, 0') . -e(0' ) (2.19)
cosO Tn°(o,z) = -Kjm(o,z) - (0) .T°(o,z)
+ dO' sin 0'pm°((0, 0') Irn(0', z) (2.20)
where
pin p~-s; -p~,sPll P$, -p$,~ -pms
Dm= c pm2rc Dprs pTDms
---me(6 fS) l21 l P22 -l P23 8 24s
p3 mLs p3 r2s p3 R3c p3M4c
p4ms pm s pmc p44 c
pm1 c i pmc pms p ms4\
91)O =,j pc prc pms p2ms
P (0 0 ) = MI L 22 r2P33 l 234 
p3 s p32s p3 c pmc
p4l _-p2 s p43 pm4c
The decoupled radiative transfer equations can be solved by replacing the inte-
grals by Gaussian quadreture. When Gaussian quadrature is incorporated into the
equations, a set of 8n first order differential equations is obtained. Due to the symetry
properties of the scattering function matrix, this set of equations can be reduced to 4n
equations. The Gaussian quadrature method to solve the radiative transfer equations
is described in detail in reference [11].
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2.3 Phase Matrix for Large Cylindrical Disk Scat-
terers
The phase matrix represents the scattering characteristic of the medium. The phase
matrix relates the Stokes parameters of an incident intensity to the Stokes parameters
of the scattered intensity. The elements of the phase matrix can be derived from the
scattering functions (fhh, fhv, fh, and f) according to the relation (1.6):
fhh 2 ]fhvI2 Re(fhvfhh) -Im(fhVfhh)
o =A 1|f.hi2 Ifv,12 Re(f.,vf*h) -Im(fvf,h)
2Re(fVhfhh) 2Re(fvfh,) Re(fvvfhh + fvhfh,,) -Im(fvfhh - fhfh)
2Im(fVhfhh) 2Im(fvvfh,) Im(fVvfhh + fihfhv) Re(fvvfh - fvhfh)
The scattering functions relate the vertically and horizontally polarized incident
fields to the vertically and horizontally scattered fields for a single scatterer. The
function f,, represents the relation between the amplitude of the vertically polarized
component of the scattered field and the amplitude of vertically polarized component
of the incident one; fh is the relation between the vertically and horizontally polarized
components of the scattered and incident fields; and so on.
The scattering functions depend on the shape and electromagnetic properties of
the scatterer. Various methods can be used to derive the scattering functions. In
general, the scattered field can be expressed in terms of the induced currents on the
scatterers with the Green's function [1]:
Es(r) = iJ dV'G(T,T) J(T) (2.21)
where G(T, ') is the dyadic Green's function, and J(T) is the current density induced
inside the scatterer due to the incident field.
The dyadic Green's function can be expressed in terms of scalar Green's function,
22
and the expression for the scattered field is given by:
Es(r) = iwp4[I + k2VV] JJ dV'g(T, T') J(T) (2.22)
and the scalar Green's function is defined as [1]:
g(', T') = 1- -I (2.23)
For a large cylindrical disk, the induced current density inside the scatterer can be
approximated by consider the infinitely large disk case. For a wave incident on a flat
layer, the field inside the layer can be obtained by decomposing the incident field into
TE and TM waves and solving for the field inside the layer. The field inside the layer
is a sum of two traveling waves, one propagating upward and the one propagating
downward inside the layer. The electric field insider the layer can be expressed as
E,() = (Aeik1z' + Be-ikz') eik' p ' (2.24)
where A and B are the amplitudes of the downgoing and upgoing waves, respectively.
The constants A and B can be obtained by matching the boundary conditions at the
top and bottom boundaries of the flat layer [1]. Once the electric field inside the flat
layer is found, then the assumption is made that the same electric field is present
inside the finite size disk scatterer. Therefore, by substituting in the expression for
the field inside the layer into (2.18), the scattered electric field can be calculated.
= 20 (E - EO) eiksr Es = e 4rr (hsh, +'s's) ]e-ikr'Ei(T)d 3T (2.25)
The scattering functions for a cylindrical disk scatterer can be obtained by eval-
uating the integral over the scatterer's volume. Then, by considering vertically and
horizontally polarized incident and scattered waves, the following expressions for the
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Figure 2-2: Field Insider the Scatterer.
scattering functions can be obtained [4]:
k 2fhh(Os, cqs, Oi, Oi) = '- (e- 1)cos(0 - i)(AlhUa + BlhUb)
(0O."ii) = .(E- 1)k kwi sin(s - i)(-AvUa + BvUb)
k2~fh(os, 9s, oi, qi) = (E- 1) cos sin(. - oi)(AlhUa + BlhUb)
4i7r
fin (o., Os I, , I) =
k2 (e 1 )ko [klzi
47 ki ki
cos O, cos(k - i)(Al U- BvUb) + ko sin O~ sin 9i x (CTE)]
(2.29)
where
CTE := (AivUa + BlUb)
In the above equations, Alh and Blh are the amplitudes of the upgoing and downgoing
waves for horizontal polarization inside the disk and A1, and B1,v are the amplitudes
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Ei
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
! I \ I\ I I \ J\ , I
Es
of the upgoing and downgoing waves for vertical polarization. They are defined by:
A 2exp(-ikzid/2) exp(iklzid/2)(pol - 1) (2.30)
A1 (1 + p01)2 exp(-ikzid)- (1 - pol1)2 exp(ik 1lid) (2.30)
2 exp(-ikzid/2) exp(-ikzid/2)(pol + 1)
B1 - (1 + po01)2 exp(-ikzid)- (1 - pol1)2 exp(ik 1lid) (2.31)
where
kizi = k2Ep_ k2i-k2i
To compute Alh and Blh:
kzliPoI = --
Akzi
and to compute Al, and Bil:
kzli
Poi = kzi
The terms Ua and Ub are defined as:
(eid.(kli-kz) _ e-i(d).(kli-kz.))VU. -- (2.32)
i(kxzi- kzs) (232)
Ub = (e - ei()(l+k))V (2.33)
i(kiz + kzs)
where
V = jd2* ei(kipksp) p = lra2 2Jl(kpi - kpsa) (2.34)Ikpi -kIa
and
kpi =xki + kyi
kpS= -k2 + kyS
The scattering functions described above can be used with the radiative transfer
equations to find the intensities of the scattered field from an inhomogeneous media
composed of discrete cylindrical disk scatterers in the air background.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Results
The problem of modeling the electromagnetic scattering characteristics of vegetation
using the radiative transfer theory was described in previous chapters. Both the iter-
ative and numerical methods were described. First-order iterative solution accounts
for the single scattering effect and provides a good solution when the effect of scat-
tering is small. When the scattering effect is large, then the numerical approach can
be employed. The radiative transfer equations are expanded into Fourier series and
a set of equations without 0 dependence is obtained. These set of equations can be
solved by discretizing the integral in the radiative transfer equations and obtaining
eigenvalues and eigenvectors and matching the boundary conditions.
The vegetation layer is modeled with the two layer configuration shown in Figure
1.2. The upper and lower media were considered to be homogeneous, with permittiv-
ities e0 and 62, respectively. The middle layer, which contains the discrete cylindrical
disk scatterers, represents the vegetation being modeled. The scatterers in region 1
have the permittivity are assumed to be pointing up.
The elements of the phase matrix were found from the scattering funtions (2.17)-
(2.20). They are dependent on the directions of the incident and scattered fields as
well as the geometry of the problem and the electromagnetic characteristic of the
scatterers. In the following set of figures, the dependence of the phase functions with
respect to X is shown.
In order to solve the radiative transfer equations with a numerical approach, the
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Figure 3-1: Phse functions.
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phase matrix has to be expanded into a Fourier series. This expansion is complicated
by the presence of V term, as given by (2.25). Efforts were made to carry out the
Fourier series expansion analytically. Although it is possible to express the coefficients
for the Fourier series expansion in a summation form, the expressions were not found.
Because of this complication, two alternative approaches were taken. The first one is
to consider the case where V is approximately constant and does not depend on the
azimuth angle . The second approach was to perform a numerical integration in X
to obtain the Fourier series coefficients.
When the scatterer size is small compared to wavelength, then the V term can be
approximated as a constant independent of qb (see Figure 3-4). Therefore, the V term
can be taken out of the Fourier integral and the Fourier series expansion of the phase
matrix becomes more straightforward. Although this does not solve the problem, it
does provide a simpler case for debugging the program for more complicated case.
In solving for the coefficients for the Fourier series numerically, a simple numerical
technique [10] is applied to carry out the integral involved. The result is not as elegant
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Figure 3-5: Extinction functions.
as an analytical solution, however it seems to be a reasonable option. Both cases
(constant and none-constant ) have been implemented with a computer programi
written in Fortranl 77. For botlt cases, the function recovered fromn the Fourier series
expansion ceck with the original functions (like those shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2 arnd
3-3).
The calculation of the extinction matrix was done using an existing program [41
since the expression was the same for both iterative and numerical methods. The
dependence of the extinction coefficients with respect to 0 is shown ill Figure 3-4.
After the Fourier series expansion of the phase functions, the radiative transfer
equations are discretized using the Gaussian quadrature and the resulting system of
equation is solved by obtaining eigenvectors and eigenvalues and matching the bound-
ary conditions. A new routine was written to implement the Gaussian quadrature,
and an already existing routine [91 was used to compute the eigenvectors and inte-
grate the final solution. Unfortunately, accurate numerical results have not yet been
obtained. Computational complications and other types of errors appear when the
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set of routines "Construction of Gaussian Quadrature", "Integration of Extinction
Matrix" and "Computation of Eigenvalues" are linked to work together. Figure 3-6
shows the first-order iterative solution for some specific frequencies. The numeri-
cal result is expected to verify the solution ploted in Figure 3-5 for low frequencies,
where the scattering effect is small, and to be different at higher frequencies where
the scattering effect is larger.
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Figure 3-6: Iterative solution.
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Chapter 4
Summary
The scattering characteristics of vegetation layer can be modeled using the radiative
transfer theory. A numerical method was proposed as an alternative way to solve
the radiative transfer equations. If the results obtained using the numerical method
is verified, then an improvement over the iterative solution can be demonstrated.
The results obtained and the work already done, support the idea that the numerical
method is a feasible way of solving the radiative transfer equations for the case of fiat
cylindrical scatterers.
The problem of predicting radar backscattering coefficients from a region covered
with vegetation still remains a challenging problem. Many additional effects not con-
sidered, e.g., different types of scatterers, orientation of scatterers, rough boundaries,
and correlation between scatterers (clustering of leaves). Future work can focus on
modeling of these effect both within the framework of radiative transfer theory as
well as the more general wave theory app roach.
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